The dorsal cell, one class of primary sensory neuron in the lamprey spinal cord. I. Touch, pressure but no nociception--a physiological study.
The dorsal cells in the lamprey spinal cord are primary sensory neurons. The cells were classified by Martin and Wickelgren in 1971 into 3 different groups, touch, pressure and nociceptive, according to their responses to mechanical stimulation of the skin. While confirming the presence of touch and pressure cells in the present study, we found no evidence for the existence of nociceptive spinal dorsal cells. Further we show that touch and pressure cells have different response latencies to a 40-ms hyperpolarizing current pulse. Measured from the end of the pulse to the initiation of the action potential, touch cells have a response latency shorter than 11 ms, whereas the pressure cells have a response latency longer than 11 ms.